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[57] ABSTRACT

This invention generally relates to heat flow calorime-
ter devices for measuring heat liberated from or ab-
sorbed by an object and particularly concerns a calo-
rimeter device capable of measuring the thermal out-
put of sealed nickel-cadmium batteries or cells during
charge-discharge cycles thereof. In the preferred em-
bodiment, the invention contemplates the provision of
a thermally isolated calorimeter vessel into which an
object, such as a nickel-cadmium cell, is placed, heat
exchange taking place between the object and the ves-
sel. An elongated metal heat conducting rod is cou-
pled between the calorimeter vessel and a heat sink,
thus providing the only heat exchange path from the
calorimeter vessel itself. Heater wires disposed within
the calorimeter vessel supply additional heat to the
vessel to maintain a constant temperature head
therein or, more specifically, to maintain a constant
temperature differential between the vessel and the
heat sink. Any variation in the amount of heat sup-
plied to the vessel and specifically any variation in
power supplied the calorimeter vessel neater besides
that necessary to maintain the constant temperature
difference between the vessel and the heat sink is
equal to the amount of heat liberated or absorbed by
the object within the vessel itself, and means are pro-
vided for measuring this heater power. The apparatus
is constructed into electrically insulated split halves so
that the heat conducting rod and other components of
the system are themselves utilized to conduct power to
and from nickel-cadmium cell disposed within the cal-
orimeter vessel.

10 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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HEAT FLOW CALORIMETER thereby being effected. A heat sink, preferably main-
tained at a constant temperature, considerably lower

/-xni^ixi «^c- -i-ur ixtwcMTi/^xr than that of the vessel itself, is coupled to the vessel byORIGIN OF THE INVENTION means Q{ & ̂  ^ ^.^ defij^ ^ Qn]y ̂  J

The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 change path from the vessel, the rate of heat loss into
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- the heat sink thereby being known. The instant inven-
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National tion contemplates the provision of a means, such as an
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85- electrical heater wire within the calorimeter vessel, for
568(72STAT.435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). supplying additional heat to the vessel so as to maintain

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION '° a constant temperature head therein. Explained in
other words, the means for supplying additional heat to

This invention generally relates to heat flow calorim- the vessel serves to maintain, in an automatic fashion,
eter devices for measuring heat liberated or absorbed a constant temperature differential between the vessel
by an object and particularly concerns a calorimeter ^d the jjeat s^n^
device capable of measuring the thermal output of 15 ^ ^^ be appreciated, thermal effects taking
sealed nickel-cadmium batteries or cells during charge- place -m Ae. caiorimeter due to heat liberated or ab-
discharge cycles thereof. ĵ ,.̂  by an object therein requires an automatic ad-

It is oftentimes necessary to acquire a knowledge of justlnent in the amount of additional heat supplied to
heat generated and/or absorbed by various objects dur- the vesse, ^ as to maintain the constant temperature
ing operation thereof, such as by Afferent types of 20 head Jhe instant invention therefore, contemplates
nickel-cadmium batteries during charge-discharge cy- ^ provision of means to measure the amount of addi.
cles. With such battenes or cells, for example, the tional heat supplied to the vessel as an indication of the
mechanisms of the reactions occurring therein.during ammM of heat Kbmtgd or absorbed b the objec,
charge and discharge are not well defined and theoreti- withJn ^ ca]orimeter. As will be appreciated from the
cal predictions of heat effects thereby resulting are not 25 ̂ ^ hereinbe,OWi the amount of additional heat
poss.ble to make. Thus heat effects of objects of this ,£, ^ vesse, necess maintajn h CQn

type must be determined experimentally. The nature of ^ temperature head is indeed equal to the heat lib-
the calonmetry required to obtain such information is Or absorbed in the calorimeter itself,
somewhat unusual in the art in that it is necessary to _. . , , , ,. , , _ . • • • f
measure the heats over a succession of charge- 30 The method or theory by which such technique is ef-
discharge cycles of the cells, and such heat generation fectlve to m^ur^ *** llb"ated or absorbed by an ob-
is expected to be relatively large. According!?, conven- Ject can perhaps best be understood by an initial refer-
tional prior art calorimetric techniques, adiabatic or .enceJ° FIG » of the appended drawings, wherein the
isoperibolic, cannot readily be applied. meth°<* of the lnstant lnventlon ls schematically de-

Therefore, a need exists for the development of a cal- 35 plcted'. . , ,. , . , ,
orimeter which is specifically suited for measuring the In tho respect, it should be appreciated that the
thermal output of sealed nickel-cadmium cells, as well equation for steady state heat flow (WT) in a rod of con-
as for measuring the thermal output of other more gen- stant cross-secuonal area between two bodies, A and B,
eralized objects one actln8 as a neat source at T2 such as the calorimeter

40 vessel and the other as a heat sink at T^ and with no
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION heat exchange along A* to the surroundings (heat ex-

It is a primary objective of the instant invention to change limited to be within the rod)- can be expressed
provide a calorimeter which will fill the above- as:
mentioned existing need, and, specifically, a calorime- W ~ k A(T — 7"/AA")
ter which is capable of measuring the thermal Output of
sealed nickel-cadmium cells having a relatively high where A is the cross-sectional area of the rod connect-
ampere-hour capacity. mgtne source and sink normal to the direction of heat

A further objective of the instant invention is the pro- flow, and A: is the mean thermal conductivity between
vision of a calorimeter which can measure the thermal T2 and T,, and AA' is the distance between the heat
output of a nickel-cadmium cell, or any other general- 50 source and the heat sink. At any location along the rod
ized object, with a high degree of sensitivity, such calo- connecting the source and sink, the law of heat ex-
rimeter being versatile in its use, having a design facili- change (heat in = heat out) governs and may be ap-
tating construction, and reducing the cost thereof. plied in the heat flow calorimeter of the instant inven-

Yet another objective of the instant invention is the tion in the following manner: Let A be the calorimeter
provision of a conduction heat flow calorimeter which vessel, surrounded by an adiabatic jacket so that no
operates in a much improved fashion as compared with heat is exchanged with the surroundings except
all prior art calorimeters of similar type. through the solid rod conductor, and let W^ be the

These objectives, as well as others which will become amount of heat which must be supplied to the vessel to
apparent as the description proceeds, are implemented ,- maintain the temperature T2. The heat sink (T\) might
by the instant inventive heat flow calorimeter which, as be a liquid at its boiling point where its heat vaporiza-
aforementioned, is capable of measuring heat liberated tion .serves to hold temperature constant,
or absorbed by virtually any object with a high degree _
of accuracy. In its broad sense, the calorimeter of the At steady state w*~w*
instant invention will be seen to comprise a thermally 6> The total input heat power (W A ) to the vessel can be
isolated vessel which is adapted to receive the object considered to be made up of a number of components,
from which heat liberation or absorption is to be mea- WE, WB, Wt, and We, all of which may not be applica-
sured, heat exchange between the object and the vessel ble at one time, where:
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WE = heat added electrically to the vessel to maintain The third portion of the inventive calorimeter is a
TZ constant lower portion, and will be seen to comprise a vacuum

WB = heat evolved (or absorbed) by the cell or object unit designated by reference numeral 36 which sur-
within the vessel being studied. rounds the metal rod 26 and minimizes heat exchange

WL = heat input or loss from the calorimeter due to 5 therefrom to the surrounding environment.
heat leakage with the surroundings The pressure shell 22 of the calorimeter unit com-

Wc = heat introduced to the vessel by a calibration prises the calorimeter vessel into which an object is
heater, as will be explained hereinbelow. placed, the pressure shell preferably being in the form

Since W^ is a constant as long as the constant thermal of an oblate spheroid formed from two dishes 38 and
head is maintained at the vessel, heat evolved or ab- 10 40 joined at the equator thereof by a flange 42 contain-
sorbed by the object within the vessel is compensated ing a seal 44. The pressure shell 22 is, of course, de-
by changes in the electrical input (W£) to the vessel signed to operate under pressure, such as a five atmo-
heater. It is not necessary that Wt be known as long as sphere pressure differential. The lower half shell 40 is
it is constant. " provided with an orifice 46 therein so as to allow exit

RRIFF DFSrRIPTION OF THF OR A WINGS '5 °f the heat conducting rod 26 ^ we" ™ various electri-BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS ca, )eads m wi,, be discussed in more detail hereinbe-
With the above theory now firmly in mind, the inven- low.

tion itself will be better understood and further advan- Inside the pressure shell 22 is an object or cell holder
tageous features thereof will become apparent from the 24 as above-discussed, this holder comprising a tray 48
following detailed description of a preferred inventive 20 and underlying electrodes 50 and 52 separate from the
embodiment, such description making reference to the tray 48 by a sheet of insulating material 54, such as
appended sheets of drawings, wherein: Mylar or polyester material. The-electrodes 50 and 52

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of the operational terminate at terminals 56 and 58, respectively, these
technique of the instant invention, as has already been terminals being insulated from the tray 48.
described; 25 A silver casting generally designated by reference nu-

FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration, partially broken meral 60 is preferably soldered to each of the two un-
away for illustrative clarity, of the heat flow calorime- derlying electrodes 50 and 52 and also to the metallic
ter of the instant invention; . rod 26, this rod, as above-discussed, serving to conduct

FIG. 3 is an electrical schematic diagram of the mea- heat from the tray 48 to the heat sink 30. Specifically,
suring circuitry utilized to detect the amount of addiT 30 tnjs cylinder 60 serves as a funnel for heat flow from
tional heat applied to the calorimeter vessel to maintain the tray 48 to the metal rod 26. This cylinder is split,
the constant temperature head; and each half of the cylinder is electrically isolated

FIG. 4 is an electrical schematic block diagram of cir- from the other by means of an insulating film 62. Fur-
cuitry utilized in conjunction with an adiabatic shield ther, it should be noted that the heat conducting rod 26
surrounding the calorimeter of the instant invention to 35 is likewise split into two halves, each half being electri-
maintain such shield at a constant temperature and cally insulated from the other by an insulating film,
thereby minimize heat loss to the surrounding environ- each half of the rod 26 being connected to a different
ment from the calorimeter vessel; and half of the silver cylinder 60. Finned element 28 is like-

FIG. 5 is a detailed electrical schematic depicting the wise split with each' half insulated from the other by an
circuitry of the watt meter utilized in the system dia- 40 insulating film.
gram of FIG. 3 to measure calorimeter heater power. This "split" construction of the above-described

components is an important and advantageous feature
HFTAII Fn nFirRiPTiON nF A PRFFFRRFn of the instant invention- particularly when consideringDETAILED DESCRPTIO^N OF A PREFERRED ^ ific utilization of the heat flow calorimeter for

INVENTIVE EMBODIMENT 45 mea£jng heat generated by nickel-cadmium cells dur-
Referring now to the drawings, and particularly to ing charging and discharging cycling thereof. For ex-

FIG. 2 thereof, the novel heat flow calorimeter of the ample, it should be noted that electrical conducting
instant invention is depicted and will be seen to com- paths exist from each half of the heat conducting rod
prise three basic units or portions. Specifically, the first 26, through each half of the silver cylinder 60, to the
portion comprising the calorimetric unit per se gener- underlying electrodes 50 and 52 coupled to the respec-
ally designated by reference numeral 20 includes pres- tive terminals 56 and 58. Electrical conductors 64 are
surized shell 22, the interior of which houses a support coupled to each half of the heat conducting rod 26 and,
structure 24 adapted to hold an object from which the in this fashion, current can be carried through the vari-
heat liberation or absorption is desired to be measured. ous components to the terminals 56 and 58 for subse-
A metal rod 26, constructed of a material such as cop- quent connection to the nickel-cadmium cell, one ter-
per, for example, is coupled to the cell support struc- minal 56 functioning as a positive terminal, for exam-
ture 24 and serves to conduct heat therefrom to a pie, the other terminal 58 functioning as the negative
finned surface 28 immersed in a boiling liquid, such as terminal, with each different half of the various split
nitrogen, for example, the boiling liquid defining a heat 6Q sections functioning as a respective positive or negative
sink generally designated by reference numeral 30. current conducting half.

The second portion of the calorimeter is an upper A bore 66 is provided into one portion of a silver cyl-
portion thereof and, in its broad sense, will be seen to inder 60 and, in this bore, a thermistor 68 is placed, the
comprise an adiabatic shield 32 in the form of a cylin- electrical leads from the thermistor being brought out
der surrounding the pressure shell 22, a bottom shield 65 of the pressure shell 22 through an electrical pass-
section 74 'and a non-illustrated top shield section, as through 70 associated with aperture 46 as will be dis-
well as a cylindrical vacuum jacket 34 which surrounds cussed hereinbelow. Additionally, two separate loops
the adiabatic. shield 32. of heater wire are non-inductively wound about the
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heat flow concentrator or cylinder 60, these two sepa- bodiment, and a brass cylinder 87, concentric with heat
rate heater wires being generally designated by the sin- conducting rod 26, threaded into the bottom of lower
gle reference numeral 72, the wires connecting these vacuum unit 36. This arrangement serves to provide a
heaters also being taken from the pressure shell 22 vacuum and thermal radiation shield about the heat
through the electrical pass-through 70. 5 conducting rod 26 thus further reducing heat loss

The electrical pass-through 70 disposed at the bot- therefrom to the surrounding environment,
torn of the lower half 40 of the pressure vessel 22 is . The vacuum maintained within the vacuum jacket
preferably constructed of an insulating material such as 34, as well as within the lower vacuum unit 36, can be
nylon or aluminum with insulating inserts, and allows effected by a vacuum line or pump schematically de-
electrical leads to be taken out of the pressure shell 22 10 picted and designated by reference numeral 86.
and further allows the metal heat conducting rod 26 to Reference is now made to FIG. 3 of the appended
pass therefrom in a manner whereby the hermetic seal drawings wherein some of the electrical circuitry uti-
of the pressure shell 22 is maintained. The metal heat lized to maintain a constant temperature head within
conducting rod 26 thereafter passes through a lower the pressure shell 22 will be explained. As described at
vacuum unit 36 as described which prevents heat loss 15 the outset to this specification, heat input (or absorp-
from the rod to the surrounding atmosphere, the rod tion) into the calorimeter unit, and specifically into the
terminating in the heat dissipating fins 28 disposed in cell support structure 24, effectively comprises that
a liquid pool or bath defining a heat sink 30 also as de- generated from the object placed upon the tray 48, as
scribed. well as that generated by one of the additional heater

The calorimeter unit is, as aforementioned, sur- 20 windings 72 disposed about the heat flow concentrator
rounded by an adiabatic shield 32 which is preferably or cylinder 60. Since the rate of heat loss from the pres-
constructed in the form of a cylinder having cylindrical sure shell 22 is known, with no heat loss except that
side walls as shown, a bottom shield section 74, and a along the heat conducting rod 26 to the heat sink 30,
non-illustrated top shield section. A difference thermo- thermal effects caused by heat generation from the ob-
couple, such as thermocouple 76, is disposed between 25 ject within the calorimeter vessel or pressure shell 22
the lower half 40 of the pressure shell 22, and the bot- is compensated for by adjustments in the amount of
torn adiabatic shield 74. Further difference thermocou- power provided the heater winding 72. Measurement
pies, which have not been illustrated so as to preserve of the change in amount of power provided the heater
clarity, are disposed between the side walls of the shield winding while maintaining the temperature head within
and the shell 22, as well as between the non-illustrated 30 the calorimeter vessel constant is indicative of, and in
top portion thereof of the shield and the shell 22. The fact equal to, the heat generated or absorbed by the ob-
purpose of such thermocouples will become clear from ject within the vessel itself.
subsequent descriptions of operation, yet, it should be The circuitry depicted in FIG. 3 of the appended
appreciated at this time that a zero difference in tern- drawings achieves this automatic adjustment of the
perature is desired to be maintained between the pres- 35 power into heater winding 72, and further effects the
sure shell 22 and the bottom adiabatic shield 74, and measurement of such power as an indication of heat
a zero temperature differential is likewise desired to be generation by the object. In this respect, the thermistor
maintained between other surfaces of the shield and disposed within the heat flow concentrator 60 of the
the different surface portions of the shell 22. In this calorimeter vessel again is designated by reference nu-

fashion, with the adiabatic shield 32 maintained at the 4U meral 68 and is schematically depicted as being cou-
same temperature as in the pressure shell 22, heat loss pled to .the heat conducting rod 26. Thermistor 68
from the pressure shell into the surrounding environ- comprises one arm of a wheatstone bridge 88 and
ment is prevented, the only path of heat flow from the changes in the resistance value of thermistor 68 due to
pressure shell 22 being through the heat conducting changes in the thermal head of the calorimeter vessel
rod 26 towards the heat sink 30. Any temperature dif- 45 effects an unbalance of this bridge. This unbalance is
ferential sensed by the thermocouple 76 as well as the amplified by amplifier means 90 and such unbalance
other thermocouples serve to actuate adiabatic shield may be visually represented on a strip chart recorder
heaters, as will be explained, so that such temperature 92, for example. The unbalanced electrical characteris-
differences can be corrected. • tics of bridge 88 then passes through a control unit 94

The adiabatic shield 32 is supported upon a base and into a power amplifier 96 from where the voltage
. plate generally designated by reference numeral 78 is transformed in variable voltage transformer 98, recti-
which base plate, in turn, rests upon a plastic foam in- fied and filtered by rectifier and filter means 100 and
sulation 80 further insulating the upper portion of the the resultant DC voltage is then applied to the main
calorimeter from the considerably lower temperatures heater 72 surrounding the silver cylinder or heat flow
defined by the heat sink 30. .concentrator 60. The system thus comprises a closed-

As previously explained, the adiabatic shield 32 is it- loop servo system or feedback arrangement by which
self surrounded by a vacuum jacket 34, this jacket like- temperature variations sensed by thermistor 68 are
wise being cylindrical in construction and similarly hav- converted into a corrective voltage applied to the
ing a non-illustrated top walled portion so as to define ,_ heater 72 which serves to maintain a constant tempera-
a hermetically sealed chamber. Cooling coils 82 may be ture head of a value determined by control unit 94, for
provided, if desired, on the top, side, as well as bottom example. A programmable DC power supply generally
portions of the apparatus so as to provide a means for , designated by reference numeral 102 may alternatively
cooling the vacuum jacket and chamber, if desired. The be used in place of elements 96, 98, and 100, to power
exterior of the vacuum jacket 34 is itself insulated with 65 the system in a conventional fashion. Of course, it
a foam, such as designated by reference numeral 84. should be appreciated by those skilled in the an that

The lower vacuum unit 36 comprises, as is illustrated, various other electrical embodiments of an automatic
a double-walled cylinder in the preferred inventive em- heater control could be utilized if so desired, the impor-
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tant concept herein being that temperature variations The preferred wattmeter has three ranges, 5, 25, and
within the calorimeter must be sensed and corrected by 50 watts, corresponding to inputs of 22.36, 50.0, and
a heater means so as to maintain the temperature head 70.7 volts, respectively. The ranging section "A,"
constant. through the use of negative feedback around the opera-

If desired, a calibration heater wire which comprises 5 tional amplifier AI and the resistances R2 through R«
the second heater 72 described as being wound about and Rao reduces these voltages to 10 volts. This may be
the heat flow concentrator 60 could be provided. This measured at test point(T). This voltage is applied to both
calibration heater may be similar in construction to the the X and Y inputs of the high accuracy multiplier to
wire wound main calorimeter vessel heater above- accomplish the squaring. The multiplier performs the
described, and is supplied with power from the conven- 10 function
tional power supply 104, the amount of power to the _
calibration heater 72 is measured through the use of re- AT/10 — Z
sistor 107 in line 105 and the operation of a switch so that 10 volts output is obtained for 10 volts input to
means 106 coupled to a potentiometer 108, thereby air both X and Y. This voltage is measured at(T).
lowing the potentials across line 105 and resistor 107 15 The output section contains the operational amplifier
to be independently measured by potentiometer 108. A2 which operates at unity gain using negative feed-
The power supply 104 to the calibration heater is itself back for stability and switches and resistors which pro-
calibrated and thus may provide a base or reference for vide decimal switching and a 0-1 volt signal for the dig-
operation of the main neater control servo-loop cir- ital voltmeter. A 10 position 1, 2,4,8 attenuator is con-
cuitry in conventional fashion. 20 nected to®, (D, Qo)to provide full range outputs be-

The amount of power applied to the main calorime- tween 9.76 millivolts and 10 volts and, when used with
ter vessel heater 72 as above-discussed is equal to the the offset voltage potentiometer (R21), serves to ex-
heat liberated or absorbed by an object within the ves- pand a smaller portion of the range for increased reso-
sel itself plus the steady state flow (Wj-) between the jution when used with a recorder. A description of such
vessel 22 and heat sink 30. Therefore, the instant in- 25 a use is contained in the following example. When op-
vention provides a means by which this heater power, crating in the 50 watt range with 50 watts equal to full
or specifically the change in heater power required to scale on the recorder, the resolution per division is 0.5
maintain the temperature head, can be measured. In watt. If it is desired to increase resolution to say 0.0625
the preferred inventive embodiment, a high accuracy, watts per division, the gain can be increased by a factor
precision watt meter generally designated by reference 30 of 4 by moving the attentuator to three positions less
numeral 110 serves to measure the electrical power attentuation and using the offset potentiometer to keep
supply to the calorimeter heater 72, the watt meter 110 the signal on scale. Full span of the recorder is now ap-
operating in accordance with the Ohms Law relation- proximately % of 50 or 12.5 watts. This is accom-
ship of: Watts = E2/R, wherein E is the voltage drop plished without any change to the inputs to the multi-
across the resistance R of the calorimeter heater or 3^ plier. The output signal from the wattmeter always con-
heater means 72. This particular design of the .watt tains a resolution of at least 0.05 watts and can be read
meter has an advantage wherein only voltage need be to this resolution by a four digit voltmeter without al-
measured presuming that the heater resistance remains tering the attenuator. This is possible because of the
constant over various ranges of input power supplied stability and linearity of the multiplier unit,
thereto. In this respect, the heater 72 could be con- 40 A three-digit bipolar digital voltmeter such as Digilin
structed of a material such as Evanohm, a special alloy Inc. Model 332 is incorporated into the wattmeter to
developed for high precision resistors. provide a visual indication of the wattmeter output.

While it should be appreciated that virtually any watt The voltmeter reads directly in watts with a resolution
meter or similar power measuring device could be uti- of 0.01 watt when the wattmeter is operating in the 5
lized with the system of the instant invention, the pre- watt range and a resolution of 0.1 watt when the watt-
ferred watt meter construction is electrically schemati- meter is operating in the 25 and 50 watt range. A 10X
cally illustrated in FIG. 5 of the appended drawings. In output multiplier range is incorporated which increases
this respect, the preferred watt meter comprises a rang- the resolution to 0.01 watt on the 25 and 50 watt if the
ing section designated by the dotted line block with ref- offset potentiometer is adjusted to buck out all but 5
erence letter A which conditions an input voltage ap- watts equivalent output voltage. This expansion is inde-
plied thereto to zero to 10 volts for full scale ranges of pendent of the attenuator setting but affects the posi-
5, 25, and 50 watts, for example. The preferred watt tion of the pen on an analog recorder,
meter further comprises an electronic multiplier sec- As explained at the outset, the adiabatic shield 32
tion depicted by the dotted line block designated by . surrounding the calorimeter vessel is itself maintained
reference letter B, this multiplier section serving to at a constant temperature and preferably at a zero tem-
square the voltage. Finally, the preferred watt meter perature differential as compared with the pressure
incorporates a signal conditioning section designated . shell 22. The electrical control means by which this
by the dotted line block with reference letter C, which operation is effected can be appreciated from a review
adjusts the output voltage so as to interface same with 6Q of FIG. 4 of the appended drawings,
a strip chart recorded and a digital volt meter, this sec- In this repect, a plurality of heater means, such as
tion further providing a base line offset. The electronic heater means 112,114 and 116, are disposed at various
multiplier section is itself a prior art device such as that surface portions of the adiabatic shield 32, such as the
designated Analog Devices Model 424K. The digital bottom, the top, and the sides. Difference thermocou-
volt meter disposed within the signal conditioning sec- ^ pies such as thermocouple 76, 118, and 120 are cbu-
tion C likewise comprises a prior art device, such as a pled to the various surface portions 32 of the adiabatic
three-digit bipolar digital volt meter as manufactured shield to which the heaters are associated therewith,
by Digilin Inc., Model 332. thermocouple 76, 118 and 120 further being coupled
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between such surface portions and pressure shell 22 of
the calorimeter vessel.

The signal from either of the three thermocouples 76,
118, and 120 located, for example, between the top,
side, and bottom of the adiabatic shield 32 and the cal-
orimeter vessel 22 is selected by a switch means, such
as a rotary switch 122 and is fed to an amplifier 124.
The output from amplifier 124 is reduced by a voltage
divider 126 which functions as a sensitivity control, this
signal then being inputted into an intermediate ampli-
fier 128 having a proportional band, reset and ap-
proach control format. The output from intermediate
amplifier 128 is then used to drive a power amplifier
130, the output from power amplifier 130 being fed

10

stantially constant temperature higher than the
temperature of said heat sink and such that the rate
of heat flow effected by said thermal conductor
means from said vessel to said sink is maintained
constant; and

means for measuring the amount of heat supplied
said vessel by said heater means; whereby changes
in the amount of heat supplied said vessel by said
heater means while maintaining a constant temper-
ature of said vessel are indicative of thermal effects
within said vessel and are equal to the amount of
heat liberated or absorbed by the object.

2. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 1, in-
cluding means to maintain said shield at a substantially

through a power distribution control means 132 which 15 constant temperature,
selectively controls the power applied to the adiabatic 3. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 1,
shield heaters 112-116. In this fashion, individual ad-
justment of the power to the heaters 112 - 116 dis-
posed on the outside surfaces of the adiabatic shield

wherein said thermal conductor means comprises an
elongated metal rod.

4. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 3,
sections can be achieved. The' servo-loop above- 20 wherein said vessel comprises a sealed housing incor-
described serves to automatically maintain one surface porating an object holder means upon which the object
of the adiabatic shield 32 at a zero temperature differ- is placed, said metal rod being thermally and electri-
ential as compared with the calorimeter vessel and the cally coupled to said object holder means, and means
power distribution control means 132 which incorpo- effecting electrical connections to said rod whereby
rates autotransformer arrangements as is conventional 25 electrical power may be transmitted through said rod
serves to control the other adiabatic shield surfaces and to the object upon said object holder means within said
trim such surfaces to a similar zero differential. vessel.

With the above-described construction, and specifi- 5. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 4,
cally when utilizing the calorimeter apparatus of the in- wherein said object holder means and said heat con-
stant invention to measure heat generation of nickel- 30 ducting rod are constructed in two electrically isolated
cadmium cells, it has been found that thermal output sections, respective sections of said object holder
of such cells can be measured with a very high degree
of accuracy over a wide temperature range, with the
response time of the apparatus to a change of thermal
output being relatively short and stable, and with the 35
calorimeter apparatus permitting current flow through
the "split" sections thereof of at least 50 amperes to the
nickel-cadmium cells being measured without ad-
versely affecting the heat measurement taking place. It

means and said rod being connected together through
a sectioned split heat flow concentrator, insulating ma-
terial being disposed between all sections.

6. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 5,
wherein said object holder means comprises a tray
member and underlying electrodes separated from said
tray member by a sheet of insulating material, each
electrode being respectively coupled to a separate elec-

should therefore be apparent from the foregoing de- 40 trically isolated section of said heat conducting rod,
tailed description that all the objectives set forth at the each electrode having an upturned tab to which electri-
outset of this specification have been successfully cal connection can be made to the object,
achieved. Moreover, while there has been shown and 7. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 1,
described present preferred embodiments of the inven- wherein said thermal conductor means comprises a
tion, it is to be distinctly understood by those skilled in 45 metal rod, said rod being coupled between the interior
the art that the invention is not limited thereto, but may of said vessel and said heat sink,
otherwise be variously embodied and practiced within 8. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 7,
the scope of the following claims. Accordingly, wherein said heater means comprises an electrical

What is claimed is: heater disposed within said vessel, and wherein said
1. A heat flow calorimeter for measuring heat liber- 50 means for measuring the amount of heat supplied said

ated from or absorbed by an object during a reaction vessel measures the electrical power supplied said
period, said calorimeter comprising: heater.

a calorimeter vessel adapted to receive the object; 9. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 8,
a constant temperature heat sink; wherein said means for controlling said heater corn-
thermal conductor means coupled between said ves- 55 prises a thermistor disposed within said vessel, which

sel and said heat sink for effecting heat exchange thermistor defines one arm of a bridge balancing cir-
therebetween; cuit.

controllable heater means for supplying heat to said 10. A heat flow calorimeter as defined in claim 9,
vessel; ' wherein said means to maintain said shield at a substan-

adiabatic shield means disposed about said vessel of 60 tially constant temperature includes a plurality of
said calorimeter but not said heat sink, said shield heater means connected to respective surface portions
means thermally isolating said vessel from its sur-
rounding environment so that the only heat ex-
change path between said vessel and said heat sink
is defined by said thermal conductor means;

means for controlling said heater during the reaction
period such that said vessel is maintained at a sub-

of said adiabatic shield, thermocouple circuit means
connected to said heater means and coupled between
said vessel and various respective surface portions of

65 said adiabatic shield to maintain a zero temperature
differential therebetween.

* * * * *




